Expedition Travel

Expedition Travel
Base
—‑by

Rolling Thunder

—‑by The North Face

For gear-intensive adventures, this wheeled
duffel packs it all in. An aluminum chassis
supports heavy metal loads, in-line wheels roll
though airports without delay and a kickstand
keeps it upright in the airport lounge or the rental
car line up.
Black #101014 $195.00
Size
Volume. Cu. In.
One Size
8,400

Endless Road

Weight
14lb 3oz.

L x W x H (in.)
32 x 14 x 16

—‑by Dana Design

Whether by bus, plane or train, this first-class
duffel rolls right along with any travel plan. A horseshoe opening makes packing easy, compression
straps cinch down the load and a ticket pocket
keeps the guidebook, itinerary and journal close.
Black #562152
Large $199.95 Behmoth $299.95
Size
Volume. Cu. In.
Large
6,800
Behemoth
10,000

Weight
8lb
12lb

L x W x H (in.)
29 x 16.5 x 10.5
35 x 18.5 x 13.5

Camp
The

Duffel

North

Face

Truck tarp matehas made these
bomber duffels
a standby on
everything from
alpine expeditions to
interstate
relocations. Doublestitched seams survive rough
travel, four compression straps
cinch it down and padded alpinestraps
shoulder the load.

rial

cut

Size
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

Volume. Cu. In.
2,560
4,200
5,600
9,070

Long Haul Duffel

Weight
2lb 12oz.
3lb 8oz.
4lb
4lb 15oz.

—‑by Gregory

Black #380200
Large $85.00 XLarge $95.00 XXLarge $105.00
Size
Volume. Cu. In.
Large
6,720
X-Large
10,977
XX-Large
15,120

Weight
2lb 8oz.
2lb 12oz.
3lb

L x W x H (in.)
30 x 16 x 14
38 x 18 x 16
42 x 22 x 18

Pack smart for exotic
locales with the
Transporter duffel.
A full-length panel
loading zipper opens
wide to an ordered
space, StraightJacket
sidewalls protect with
compression, and
concealable real
harnessing stays
comfortable when
walking to the square, station or hostel.

Asphalt
Gray

Lead

90 $159.00
130 $179.00
Size
90L
130L

Volume. Cu. In.
5,500
8,000

Weight
3lb 11oz.
4lb 7oz.

L x W x H (in.)
32 x 14 x 15
32 x 14 x 15

—‑by Osprey

Firm molded construction allows this stylish
courier-shaped bag to stay open when you need
to retrieve items inside. Foam backpanel
structure keeps your spine comfy and the goods
protected. Hypalon patches provide a clip-in for
blinker lights, while a laptop sleeve, cable routers
and dedicated pockets keep it all dialed in.
•Wt. 2lb 4oz. •1200 cu. in.
Desert Lichen, Black #106549 $84.00

Mesa Shirt

—‑by Mountain Hardwear

Whatever the destination these shirts keep their
cool and travel well. Ripstop fabric dries quickly
and shades sun, while a split hem vents and pleated pockets keep important essentials safe.
•Quickdry Rip •Rubber buttons •UPF 35 •100% Polyester
Men’s Short Sleeve: S-XL Cactus, Deep Sea
#200690 $44.95

Sabrina Shirt

—‑by The North Face

Travel the globe in style with this cap sleeve shirt.
The fabric combines stretch polyester with a
VaporWick treatment for all day dryness and a
flattering fit. Small chest pockets look stylish, while
a concealed side-seam pocket zips in cash.
•VaporWick Sabrina stretch fabric •Side-seam zip pocket •UPF 30
•Poly/Elastane

Men’s Long Sleeve: S-XL Cactus, Deep Sea
#200688 $54.95

Women’s Short Sleeve: XS-XL Volcanic Red, Liquid Blue
#200862 $44.95

Canyon Pant & Short

Paramount Highland Capri

—‑by Mountain Hardwear

With mesh-lined jean pockets, a constructed waist
and cuff ties, this capri goes great with clogs or
flip-flops. A DWR treatment sheds weather and
stains, while nylon Paramount fabric stays in
attractive shape even after a week on the road.

•Canyon Cloth •7” inseam (short) •UPF 50 •100% Nylon

•100% Paramount nylon •Cuff ties •UPF 30

Men’s Pant: S-XL Chaparral, Lead #552001 $54.95

Women’s: 4-12 Asphalt Gray, Fossil Ivory
#200748 $49.95

Men’s Short: S-XL Chaparral, Lead #552003 $39.95

Super Passport Pouch
Steri Pen
—‑by Hydro-Photon

•Wt. 3.7oz. •AA batteries not included
#165815 $149.95

Quiver

—‑by Arc’Teryx

Swift swing-around access makes this three-point
pack a savvy way to explore any destination.
Watertight zippers, internal mesh sleeve and
thermo-molded straps.
•Wt. 1lb 10oz. •670 cu. in.
Citrus #365907 $89.00

Handheld Satellite
Phone
—‑by Globalstar
When your expedition takes you
to remote locales, this handheld
phone keeps your party safely
connected to the outside world.
Providing unlimited service
throughout the continental US
and enabling a connection for
calls from over 100 countries,
It maintains the critical link for
calling in a rescue, arranging a
resupply or sorting out the
location of your downstream pick
up with the bush pilot. The phone
features digital voice, internet, position
location, voice mail and SMS text messaging
services that will work from any mountain
elevation in the coverage area. Perfect for packing along, it weighs only 12 ounces,
features a three hour talk-time battery and has
crystal clear voice quality. The phone is
constructed from durable field-tested materials
and is made to survive the most rugged
environments from base camp in Patagonia to
the vast Canadian wilderness.
#155055 Regular $949.00 Our Price $845.00

See our web site or speak with a Mountain
Gear customer service representative to learn
more about service plans, options, and coverage details.

—‑by The North Face

These styles beat the heat when seeking southern exposure. Nylon twill allows vapor to vent,
mesh pockets drain and an unlined
conical waist stays dry. The pant features a
cinch-up drawcord cuff and articulated knees.

In the budget hotel or on the trekking circuit, this
tiny pen-like device uses UV light to make water
from questionable sources safe in an instant.
Effective against Giardia, bacteria and viruses.

Pewter #101621

Black

Torque

L x W x H (in.)
20 x 12 x 12
24 x 15 x 15
28 x 16 x 16
32 x 19 x 19

Bombproof Shelter-Rite material and a stable
trapezoidal shape make this a great multi-use duffel. Leather handles hoist it without stress, while
dual grips provide a drag-it-along alternative when
labeled with an overweight tag.

Protect big packs from check-in to baggage claim
with this strap-saving sheath. Drawcord closure,
webbing noose and a self-stash pocket.
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Volcanic
Red

Fossil
Ivory

Chaparral

Small: $99.00 Medium: $110.00 Large: $120.00
Extra Large: $135.00

—‑by Osprey

#103660 $36.00

Liquid
Blue

TNF Yellow, TNF Red, Alkali Blue, Black #101314

—‑by Osprey

•Wt. 8oz. •8,000 cu. in.

Cactus

Desert Lichen

Transporter

Airporter

Deep Sea

—‑by SunDog
Keep the big three–passport,
cash and tickets–safe on the
inside when negotiating
crowded streets or riding
crowded foreign buses.
•Dimensions: 5.75” x 8”
Cobalt #702007 regular $18.00 Our Price $12.98

Waypoint Travel Packs

—‑by Osprey

Oz, Baja and the EU are all on the life list for
these two-part packs. Ethereal suspension
handles month-long loads, foam sidewalls
protect accumulated items and panel-load
access makes locating flip-flops or clean socks
painless. A detachable daypack rides along with
pouch clips and holds essential items close.

Men’s
Waypoint 80

•Ethereal suspension •Tuck-away suspension cover
•Detachable daypack included

Women’s
Waypoint 60

Men’s 80: M, L Horizon #201042 $239.00
Men’s 60: M, L Horizon #201040 $199.00
Women’s 60: S, M Amethyst #201041 $199.00
Pack
Model
Waypoint 80
Waypoint 60
Waypoint 60 W

Volume
Cu. In.
4,900
3,700
3,700

Avg.
Torso Fit Range (inches)
Weight
S
M
Ll
5lb 6oz.		
16-20.5
20+
4lb 15oz. 		
16-20.5
20+
4lb 15oz.
-18.5
18-20.5

w w w. m o u n t a i n g e a r. c o m

Includes
Detachable
Daypack
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Mountain Toys take the routine out of training

Mountain Toys

take the routine out of training

Bongo Board

— by Fitter First

Trikke 12

Hone your balance skills with this challenging
training board. The 32-inch deck sits atop a
multi-rotational polyurethane wheel that rolls
fast and smooth on surfaces as variable as rec
room shag and back deck hardwood.

— by Fitter First

Lay down some fun carves with this cool
self-propulsion vehicle. Powered with a
skating motion, this 3-wheeler
incorporates balance, core stability and
coordination into a fast and fun ride.
Safe and stable, it is easy to control and
guaranteed addictive.

#640729 $79.00

•12” Wheel diameter •Wt. 36lbs
#640812 $369.50

Freeride Mountain Unicycle
FlyBar 1200

— by Kris Holm Unicycles

Weeble Boards

If tackling technical singletrack and teeter
totters on two wheels has become too easy,
step up to the mountain unicycle challenge.
Designed by Kris Holm–who has pushed
the limits of unicycling everywhere from
Mexico’s Orizaba to the Great Wall of
China–it is made for technical off-road riding. A stout aluminum alloy frame, highgrade componentry and a special handled
seat provide the right ride for cleaning tough
sections with only one wheel.

— by FlyBar

Feeling too grounded by your training routine?
The FlyBar will charge things up with some big air
excitement. Great for building balance, strength and
stoke, this tricked out pogo stick uses an elastometric spring that is powered only by leg strength and
body weight. An adjustable piston length controls
bounce height and wide foot pegs provide stability to
stick the landing. More fun than most tech toys, it is
capable of getting five feet of overhead air.

Wobble Board

Wobble Board

— by Fitter First

Weeble Boards

— by Fitter First

•Wt. 20lbs

Strengthen ankles, build balance and
find your center with this 16-inch disk.
Supported only in the center, it’s three
adjustable height angles force muscles
to work when standing on either one
leg or two.

Used in pairs, these small disks build
strength and balance for both the upper
and lower body. Independent action and
18-degree angles make them a challenging addition to the standard set of
squats, wall sits or push-ups.

#640818 Regular $349.95 Our Price $299.00

#640728 $59.95

#640724 $69.95 pair

•24” Wheel diameter •Wt. 14.8lbs
Blue #640815 $520.00

Elite Slackline System
— by Asana
Keeping with the relaxed slacker
vibe, this kit lines up all the pieces
for building balance or simply showing off at sunset. A simple ratcheting system keeps the line tight, 30
feet of webbing gives your toes a
good platform and the instruction
booklet outlines a low-stress stepby-step approach. Rings, biners and
slings included. Not intended for
highlining.
#101825 $120.00
Photo: Gabe Rogel
Jared Odgen slacklining at the
Red Rock Rendezvous, Las Vegas, NV.

The Grimper

Power Ball

Test your crimp strength against your
friends. Three finger slots for progressive difficulty.

Builds dexterity and forearm strength with internal
gyroscopic resistance.

#640727 $29.95

#490481 $29.95

Gym Climbing:
Maximizing Your
Indoor Experience

Climbing:
From Gym
to Crag

— by Matt Burbach

— by Peter Lewis and
Dan Cauthorn

Covers every single
aspect of the indoor
climbing experience.
190 pgs.
#490705 $19.95
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Pro Tightening System

Heavy Grips

From the folks who turned a down-day diversion into a
calling, this kit gets serious slackers up and running. The
tight double-pulley system uses a four-to-one mechanical advantage to dial in the perfect tension, while a pack
of 5 Omega biners,75 feet of webbing and 25 feet of
static rope provides every item required to get the game
on. Not intended for highlining.

— by Slackline Bros.

So you think you’re tough? Try one of these
heavily sprung grippers. Available single or in
sets, they range from resistant 100lb to bonecrunching 300lb.

#640665 $230.00

#640663 $160.00

Pro Slackline Kit

Take your indoor game
to real rock with this
step-by-step guide.
187 pgs.
#500172 $19.95

Rock Climbing:
Mastering Basic
Skills
— by Craig Luebben

Build a strong
foundation of rock
knowledge with
this how-to guide.
301 pgs.
#490426 $19.95

— by Mountain Gear

Climbing:
Training for
Peak
Performance
— by Clyde Soles

Train smart and
climb better with
this tailored and
disciplined regimen.
224 pgs.
#490454 $18.95

If you have webbing, static line and biners
coming out your ears, this block-and-tackle
tensioner is all you need to get the your own
slack system dialed in tight. Includes two
double pulleys, one with a becket and brake.
Not intended for highlining.

—‑by Heavy Sports

Specify Resistance: 100, 150, 200, 250 or 300lbs
#640784 $19.95
Set of 5 (100 thru 300) #640795 $82.50
Set of 3 (100 thru 200) #640796 $52.50

How To
Slackline DVD

Unicycle DVDS
— by Sean White

by Slackline Bros.
Into the Thunder
Dragon 47 min.
#640814 $34.95

Learn the slackline
fundamentals of
balance, strength
and concentration.
from experts.

One Tired Guy
25 min.
#640813 $27.95

w w w. m o u n t a i n g e a r. c o m

#640663 $19.95
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Mountaineering

Mountaineering

Snoscopic Ice Axe w/
Trekking Pole

Raven Ice Axe

Snowalker

—‑by Black Diamond

Whether high on Shasta, Hood or
Rainer, this super-light tool keeps
weight to a minimum on glacier
climbs. A stainless steel head and
spike keeps strength up, while
an ergonomic hand platform with
notched finger rests ensures a natural
grip when gaining vertical one small
step at a time. Gently tapered in the
pick for a smooth self-arrest.

Destined for classic alpine climbs, this
timeless axe design is an essential
tool for charging the next looming
peak. The neutral pick self-arrests
without injuring limbs and the classic-curve adze provides tool utility.
An ergo, stainless steel head with
notched finger rests feels comfortable
in the palm even on long slogs to the
summit crater.

For general-purpose use, like glacier travel or organized climbs, this
affordable axe consistently makes
the required gear list. Built tough,
the single-piece fixed-steel head
cuts steps, grips with security or
self-arrests in a pinch. Complete
with a chiseled adze for comfortable grip and a steel spike that
holds firm to aid balance when
placed in snow.

•Wt. 14.5oz. (65cm)

•Wt. 1lb 2oz. (65cm)

•Wt. 1lb 2oz. (65cm)

•Wt. 15oz. (68cm)

Sizes: 50,55,60,65,70,75 cm
#981232 $99.50

Sizes: 60,65,70,75,80,85,90 cm
#991240 $75.00

Sizes: 55,60,65,70,75 cm
#981230 $69.50

Sizes: 60,68,75 cm
#102894 $74.00

—‑by Black Diamond

Half axe, half pole, this ingenious
hybrid stabilizes snowfield crossings or long walks over high passes. A telescoping aluminum shaft
extends to 41 inches and sticks
with a carbide tip, while a curved
4mm pick provides a smooth
self-arrest when footing gives
way. The chiseled adze cuts
steps and the carbide tip is
replaceable when worn down
on ground.
•Wt. 1lb (65cm)

Pamir Ice Axe

Used for everything from classic snow climbs and high-pass
treks to instructional programs,
this axe happily handles all the
abuse. A carbon steel head
provides bomber durability and
a classic inclination–with teeth
on only half the pick–increases
self-arrest success. Coated with
black epoxy paint to keep it in
shape for the next season.

Raven Pro Ice Axe

—‑by Petzl Charlet

—‑by Grivel

—‑by Petzl Charlet

Mountain Ice Axe
—‑by Omega Pacific
Opening a new path to snow climbing, this mountain tool performs all
the essential axe functions at an
inclusive price. Built to take abuse
at altitude, it uses Laser-cut NiCrMo,
6061 Aluminum alloy and Tig-welded
head and spike–to keep cost down
and quality high. Perfect for aspiring
new climbers or thrifty vets replacing an old-school axe.
•Wt. 1lb 7oz. (65cm)
Sizes: 60,65,70,75,80 cm
#981250 $54.95

#640625 $129.00

Fakir Crampon Pouch

Leverlock

Step In

New Classic

—‑by Petzl Charlet
Semi-rigid, rectangular
bag with drainage holes.
#101860 $15.00

Ice Screw with Knob

—‑by Omega Pacific

Tool Box

Save time with an aggressive tooth bite and
speed grinder knob.

Sabretooth Crampon

Vasak Crampon

—‑by Black Diamond

Spring summits are the clear objective of these
12-point crampons. Ten walking points stabilize
without stilting, asym lateral points reduce railing and thin front points penetrate hard morning
ice. Two attachment systems–FlexLock for flexible footwear or LeverLock for boots with a heel
welt–keep them firmly fixed on feet. Antisnow
plate included.

Ice, mixed, alpine–this multi-faceted crampon
does it all. Combining a semi-rigid, horizontally
railed design and an aggressive second point
configuration it blends versatility, balance and
control. With center strap numbering and
micro heel-lever adjustability it sizes up toollessly. Powder coated to prevent rust and
available in step-in or clip models.
•Wt. 2lb 5oz. (clip), 2lb 2oz. (step-in)
#106789 Clip $129.50 Step-In $134.50
Sabretooth ABS Snow Plate #101968 $24.95
Long Center Strap (recommended for boots size 11
and above) #101919 $6.95

Flexlock, Leverlock #640460 $139.95
Long Extender Bar (recommended for boots size 11
and above) #640698 $20.00

—‑by Omega Pacific

—‑by DMM

An anodized snow fluke
small enough not to weigh
you down, but big enough
to provide a solid anchor.
#616260 $34.95
4 or more $31.50 each
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With no sharp edges,
this picket won't snag
packs or shred ropes.
Powder-coated, highvisibility yellow stands
out in the snow.
24” #640632 $14.50
4 or more $13.25 each
36” #640632 $20.50
4 or more $19.00 each

Attach-to-pack design with
a zippered tool pocket.

#981550
11cm $38.95, 17cm $39.95 , 22cm $40.95

#655590 $24.95

—‑by Outdoor Research
Panel style opening and
external daisy chain loops.

Turbo Express Ice Screws

Dark Grey
#201155 $28.00

Features a lock-down curled knob that spins
fast and smooth.
Turbo Ice Screws (without Express knob)
13, 16, 19, 22cm #140106 $39.50

Snow Pickets
—‑by Yates
The cable picket can be
buried like a deadman.
Both pickets are capped
with stainless steel striking plate to withstand
powerful hammering.
22” w/o cable
#615550 $22.50
4 or more $20.25 each
22”w/42” cable
#615550 $29.50
4 or more $26.55 each

Contact Strap

—‑by Grivel

Available in a strap-only configuration, this
utilitarian crampon fits almost any type of footwear–from approach shoes to snowboard boots.
Horizontal rails, ten points and a flexible binding
make them stable and easy to use even for
relative mountaineering novices. A quick-adjust
system dials in the fit in seconds flat.

•Wt. 1lb 15oz.

Crampon
Point Protectors

10, 13, 16, 19, 22cm #100583 $52.50

Air Tech Crampon w/Antibot
Shorter spikes make this mixed modern crampon extremely functional for alternating between
rock and ice. In addition to ten walking points, an
extra pair of points grips on the traverse and the
double angle on the final front points bites better
when descending. Perfect for any alpine season,
it folds in half for easy packing.

Crampon Pouch

—‑by Black Diamond

•Wt. 1lb 13oz.

Snow Anchor

Deadman

—‑by Petzl Charlet

—‑by Black Diamond

Cramp-O-Matic, New Matic, New Classic
#640620 $140.00

—‑by Black Diamond

•Wt. 1lb 11oz.
#101904 $99.50
Contact ABS Snow Plate #101897 $24.95
Long Center Strap (recommended for boots size 11
and above) #101919 $6.95

#625071 $8.95/pair

Photo: Erik Johnson
The view of Mt Foraker from the West Buttress, Denali, AK

Adze & Spike Guards
Prevent tools from penetrating stray items with
these classic rubber guards.
Ice Axe Head Guard #625072 $4.95
Ice Axe Spike Guard #625073 $3.95
Ice Axe Head Guard Neoprene #625078 $15.50

Ice Axe Leashes
Secure your tool with a Yates rope-sheath leash
or a slick Black Diamond Slider version.
Yates #922020 $8.50
BD Slider #101986 $14.95

Glacier Travel and
Crevasse Rescue
—‑by Andy Selters

Accidents in
North America

Ice & Mixed Climbing: Climbing: Training For
Modern Technique
Peak Performance

—‑Edited by Jed Williamson

—‑by WIll Gadd

—‑by Clyde Soles

Learn the steps to take when
setting up a rescue or traversing glacial terrain. 114 pgs

Study last season’s accidents, Take a lesson in technique
so you don’t repeat the same from the modern master of
mixed. 208 pgs
mistakes. 112 pgs

#490004 $18.95

#490387 $10.00

#490408 $22.95

w w w. m o u n t a i n g e a r. c o m

Train smart and climb better
with this tailored and disciplined regimen. 224 pgs
#490454 $18.95
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Bouldering

Bouldering
Pro Slackline Kit
—‑by Mountain Gear

Mondo II

Pre-packaged with all the
necessary pieces–and the best
tightening system around–this
tight kit is truly slacker-friendly.
Boasting a four-to-one mechanical
advantage, the double-pulley system dials
the perfect tension session after session. Five
Omega biners, 75 feet of webbing and 25
feet of static rope keeps the system locked
and loaded when laggin' at camp, enjoying
the
sunset or waiting out a repair on the bus. Not intended
for highlining.

—‑by Franklin Climbing

This highball pad is big enough to cover the whole impact
zone. The two-tiered foam softens landings even from
twenty-foot drops, while padded harnessing
makes transporting it possible and
comfortable. A hinged design
opens easily and always
lays flat, stainless
steel hardcore
buckles survive
abuse and beefy side
zippers allow access
to interior foam. Rush ship
not available.

Elite Slackline Kit

•Dimensions 44" x 66" x 5"
#201221 $285.00

—‑by Asana

For building balance or simply showing off skills, this
slack kit is the simplest way to get lined out right. A
simple ratcheting system keeps the line tight, 30 feet
of webbing keeps you on your toes and the instruction
booklet provides a primer on how it is done. Rings,
biners and slings included. Not intended for highlining.

How To SlackLine DVD

#101825 $120.00

—‑by Slackline Bros.

#640665 $230.00
Slackline Bros. Pro Tightening System
#640663 $160.00

30 mins. #640662 $19.95

Photo: Phil Wise Don Cossel testing his fingertips near the Marsupial Crags, OR

Sharma System Plus

—‑by BlueWater

Widen your landing zone with the modular
Sharma system. The System Plus features
a 4-inch thick Homebase–complete with
mesh pockets, padded shoulder straps and a
waistbelt. A sandwich Velcro system attaches
add-on Auxiliary pads when tackling new
problems. Rush ship not available.
•Homebase Dimensions 39" x 48" x 4"
•Auxilary Pad Dimensions 39” x 24” x 4”

Crash Pad

XXL

A combo of open and closed cell foam
allows these pads to distribute fall forces
evenly. A 45-degree hinge overlaps the
gutter on the Regular and Large, while
a burrito wrap closure keeps the XXL
manageable during load and unload. Tough
but soft surface fabric creates a nice place to
crash and burn. Rush ship not available.

Indigo
Large

The Road

Friction Addiction

—‑by Mike Call

—‑by Charles Fryberger

A new wave revisits
classic problems in the
Black Hills. 71 mins.
DVD #490405 $29.95

Homebase #640182 $189.95

•Dimensions 36" x 32" x 3" Regular $139.00

Auxiliary Pad #640120 $89.95

•Dimensions 36" x 48" x 3" Large $169.00

Sharma, Rands and
company visit boulder
hotspots. 60 mins.

•Dimensions 72" x 48" x 3" XXL $259.00

DVD #490414 $29.95

Shown here with Auxiliary Pad

Chalkboy

XL

—‑by Metolius

Blue, Red #101816

Wasabi

Yosemite Chalkbags Go Bag
—‑by Metolius

—‑by
Indigo Equipment

Tapered construction
marks these big volume
bags. Bring the XL on
big hand-and-fist crack
climbs.

A half-round bottom
keeps it upright and
a full circumference
seam opens with
spring.

L, XL #640212 $19.95

Small #165506 $18.00
Large #165506 $20.00

Regular

Pilgrimage

Front Range Freaks

—‑by Josh Lowell

—‑by Peter Mortimer

A strong and bold docuSharma, Brown and
flick from Colorado’s
Gold’s journey to
magical Hampi. 40 mins. climbing core. 90 mins.
Specify DVD or VHS
#490418 $29.95

—‑by Franklin Climbing

•Dimensions 41" x 33" x 3"
#640592 $138.00
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When struggling ten feet up, this dualdensity pad provides a reassuring place to land. A flap
closure system stows supplies, high-mounted straps keep the
pad away from snags and PU-coated Cordura stays in shape.
Stainless Hardcore buckles release quickly to ready your spot in
seconds flat. Rush ship not available.
•Dimensions 41” x 48” x 3”
#101806 $179.95

Bouldering Bucket w/ Brush
—‑by Metolius
Designed for communal dipping with
a tapered shape
to
stop tippage, dual
brush holders, an
external pocket
and taped seam
construction.
Includes Bouldering
Brush and 2oz. bag of
Super Chalk.
#102985 $29.00

Zippered Chalk Bag Mountain Gear
Chalk Bag
—‑by Black Diamond
A large chalk sack with a
zip pocket for keys, cash
or a snack.

—‑by Franklin Climbing

When stressing over cramped corners or that extra few feet of width,
this supplemental pad covers the breach. Downsized from a Drop Zone,
it features a continuous top layer and an easy-folding hinged bottom.
Carries either with the briefcase handle or the padded shoulder strap.
Rush ship not available.

#101820 $34.95

Specify DVD or VHS
#490411 $29.95

Drop
Zone II
Satellite Pad

—‑by Franklin Climbing

Weekend or weeknight, this gym-to-boulder
bag takes your gear where you go to get
strong. External mesh
pockets allow shoes to air
out between sessions,
zip pockets hide a
wallet or keys, and
a big reservoir fits
enough chalk to
share.

#624950 $21.95

Stay-open brim,
brush holder loop
and fleece interior.
Assorted colors.
#621294 $14.95

Better Bouldering One Move Too Many
—‑by John Sherman
-‑by Hochholzer & Schoeffl

Super Chalk

Expert advice from
one of America’s
most noted bouldering
gurus. 96 pages.

A comprehensive guide to
preventing, diagnosing and
treating climbing injuries.
230 pages.

Super Chalk 1 lb
w/ Chalk Ball

#732420 $12.95

#772087 $37.50

—‑by Metolius

#640790 Regular $17.95
Our Price $14.85

Bouldering Brush Set

—‑by Metolius

Do your part to keep the crags looking chalkfree and gripping well. In collaboration with the
Boulder Project, Metolius carefully selected
these brushes for scouring down greasy chalk
build-up and minimizing environmental impact.
#640457 $29.95
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Soft Shell

Soft Shell
Carbon

Pumpkin

Red Glaze

Mercury

Rhythm

Shadow

Multiplicity Jacket

—‑by Mammut

Supercharged wicking function links this
stretch shell with fast shoulder season action.
A modicum of wind resistance is derived from
the bi-component fabric, which also stretches in
three dimensions to extend personal agility. The
absorbent interior collects sweat from skin and
wicks it away, while a two-way zip allows up or
down ventilation.
•Wt. 17.3oz. •SOFtech stretch woven •Bi-component wicking
•Two-way zip

Chili
Pepper

Indian Clay
Red

Apex Magic Jacket

Deep Sea

Charcoal

—‑by The North Face

Welded seams streamline the exterior of this
stretch shirt. Apex Universal fabric sheds,
stretches and breathes exceptionally in high
exertion situations. An infusion application
toughens up high abrasion areas while core vent
pockets allow perspiration an easy exit when
core temps climb rapidly.
•Wt. 19oz. •Apex Universal w/ DWR •Core vent pockets
•Performance fit

Men’s: S-XL Shadow, Carbon #201110 $129.00

Men’s: S-XL Indian Clay Red, Rhythm
#200217 $149.00

Women’s: XS-L Mercury #201111 $129.00

Women’s: XS-L Red Glaze #200218 $149.00

Prospector Jacket

Cloud Blue

Chili

Ultra-breathable and mechanically mobile
Inertia Plus fabric gives this piece solo strength
in warming weather. The stretch shell wicks
moisture when working hard, while resisting wear
and shedding weather at its DWR-treated surface.
An arm panel doubles up against abrasion,
streamlined zips slide smoothly and high-placed
pockets warm cold hands.
•Wt. 11.5oz. •Inertia Plus stretch woven •Textured wicking interior
•Clean collar cordlock •High handwarmer pockets
Men’s: S-XL Charcoal, Chili Pepper
#200802 $155.00

—‑by Mountain Hardwear

We singled out this soft shell for its cool weather,
high output potential. A permeable nylon face
slows down wind without restricting breathability,
while a lofted fleece lining keeps internal temps
fully stoked. A neck drawcord, chamois-lined
collar and laminated cuff tabs prepare it for a
primary layer role.
•Wt 14oz. •Air-Perm Nylon •Box fleece lining •Neck drawcord
•Chest and hand pockets •Laminated cuff tabs

Carbon

Meteorite Pant

Palisade Pant

—‑by Mammut

—‑by Arc’Teryx
This breathable yet
durable pant comes
packed with all the
features required for
rugged exploration. A
lined, yet trim waist
stays plush under a
pack belt, a contoured
rear yoke enables an
unrestricted fit and
laminated detail frees
critical areas of wear.
The men’s packs a
back wallet pocket,
while the women’s
rides low on the hips
to keep up appearances
on strenuous trips.

Top-flight
breathability
allows this pant
to make the
leap from a day
at the crag to a
high-alpine climb.
Schoeller 3XDRY
stretches for
mobility, sheds
marginal weather
and breathes
like a champ on
extended aerobic
outings. A trim waist
sits flat, reinforced
knees withstand rocky
wear and a straightstyle
fit gives the vertically
inclined their
desired space.

•Wt. 10.4oz.
•TerraTex stretch woven
•Nylon cinch belt
•Low rise fit (women’s)
•Rear wallet pocket (men’s)
•Laminated zip thigh pockets

•Wt. 12.3oz •Schoeller 3XDRY •Optimized waistband
•Reinforced knees •Four pockets
Men’s: S-XL Carbon #201109 $99.00
Photo: John Latta
Mac Hudson admires Pigeon Spire, Bugaboos, BC.
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Men’s: 30-38 Greystone #200735 $99.00
Men’s Tall: 32-38 Greystone #200737 $99.00
Women’s: 4-12 Dark Taupe #200738 $99.00

—‑by Marmot

This soft shell keeps protection light for the
warmer months of the year. When worn by
intensely active individuals, it doles out a
precise amount of resistance, protection and
breathability for the ultimate use. Patterned to
free the fit of bulk and bind, this energetic shell
bonds with athletes known to head off on any
active tangent.

Men’s: S-XL Chili, Shark #200640 $159.00

•Wt. 16oz.•Redpoint stretch woven •Napoleon pocket
•Zip handwarmer and inside pockets •Standard fit

Women’s: 4-12 Deep Sea #200641 $159.00

Men’s: S-XL Indigo Blue, Mineral #200669 $169.00

Women’s: XS-L Pumpkin #200803 $155.00

Greystone

Mercury Jacket

Women’s: S-XL Cloud Blue, Margarita
#200670 $169.00

Dark
Taupe

Cool
Green

Margarita

Ridge Blue

Mineral

Leviathan Jacket

—‑by Cloudveil

Bonfire
Orange

Indigo
Blue

Shark

G-Line Wash-in Synthetic Waterproof
And Cleaning Kit —‑by Grangers
Reinvigorate the original
repellency of synthetic
garments with an
application of this
treatment. Optimizes
breathability and rinses
residue on laminates,
coatings and microfibers.
Safe on Gore-Tex, soft
shell and Polarfleece
fabrics.
#105041 $19.95

Vertex Glove
—‑by Mountain Hardwear
Perfect for exposed traverses
or chilly camp chores, this
glove stops the wind without
limiting digital dexterity.
Stretch cuffs seal the wrist
securely.
•Wt 4oz. •WindStopper nylon
•Power Stretch cuffs
•Close, articulated fit
Sizes: XS-L Black
#104979 $39.95

Figure Four Jacket

—‑by Patagonia

All welded construction, air permeable fabric and
any day utility lead the list on the Figure Four.
Composite overlap seams shave bulk, while
breathable soft shell fabric fits perfectly when
resistance, mobility and versatility are required
attributes. Cool Centaur cuffs keep wrists
covered, while a neck gasket seals heat in and
weather out.
•Wt. 15oz. •Double weave stretch woven w/Deluge DWR
•Composite seams •Neck gasket closure
•Reverse coil zips •Centaur Cuffs
Men’s: S-XL Ridge Blue, Bonfire Orange
#200518 $179.00
Women’s: XS-L Cool Green #200519 $179.00

Black

Tar

French Roast
Pant —‑by

ATV Pant
—‑by Marmot

Patagonia

Filled with on-themove utility, this thin
stretch pant shows
high-level ambition.
Schoeller Extreme
fabric breathes,
sheds and stretches,
while interwoven
CoolMax moves
moisture rapidly. An
articulated, standard
fit shapes up for
full-speed activity,
roomy cargos add
stash space and
breathable 3XDRY
repels water helping
you to stay dry.

•Wt. 21oz. •Standard fit •Interwoven wicking CoolMax
•Zip cargo and hand pockets •Zip cuffs
•Schoeller Extreme Dryskin w/3XDRY
Men’s: S-XL Black #100269 $159.00

Next in the
Patagonia
lineage, this
all-purpose pant
was born with
the gene for
versatility. Stretch
fabric exhibits the
traits of mobility,
resistance and
endurance, while
keeping temps
in check with a
steady supply
of breathability.
Cut progressively
for an up-to-date
appearance and
schooled in every
cross training
discipline.
•Wt. 12oz. •Lightweight stretch woven •Invisible pocket zips
•Gusseted crotch •Contoured fit
Men’s: S-XL Tar #200530 $115.00
Women’s: XS-L Tar #200531 $115.00

Women’s: S-XL Black #100270 $159.00
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Soft Shell

Soft Shell
Shark

Stone

Sangria
Carbon

Shark

Black

Shadow

Sapphire

Light Blue
Azul

Shark

Ikat Blue

Sapphire

Industry

Anabol Jacket

—‑by Mammut

Fashioned from functional fabric, this piece blends
all-weather utility with an attractive outward
aesthetic. The DWR-treated face sheds precip and
repels wear, while bi-stretch properties enable
proactive movement. Fitted with fleece in the
collar for facial comfort and a cord port in the
chest pocket to keeps tunes on track.
•Wt. 22oz. •SOFtech stretch woven •Fleece lined collar
•Chest pocket w/cord port •Two-way zip
Men’s: S-XL Shadow, Carbon #201079 $149.00
Women’s: XS-L Stone #201080 $149.00

Gamma MX Jacket & Hoody —‑by Arc’Teryx

Welded Omega Jacket
—‑by The North Face
By completely blocking out the wind chill, this
piece gives reason to leave your hard shell
at home. A WindStopper barrier stops wind
cold, while welded seams fuse panels without
breaking the seal. A waterproof HyVent stowable
hood provides emergency relief from pounding
precip and a performance fit removes bulk from
whatever the endeavor.
•Wt. 17oz. •WindStopper jersey •Welded seams •Velcro cuffs
•HyVent stowable taped hood
Men’s: S-XL Industry #201045 $298.95
Women’s: XS-L Ikat Blue #201046 $298.95

Mixed climbs in mixed weather is where these
alpinists earned their stripes. Constructed with
Power Shield to shed nasty weather, breathe
liberally and remain mobile, they are an all-discipline
answer to the countless climbing variables. Both
feature close cut fits and refined detailing, while the
Hoody engulfs a helmet during epic episodes.
•Wt. 16oz. (jacket), 18oz. (hoody) •No-lift gusseted underarms
•Polartec Power Shield Lightweight •Schoeller Dynamic panels
•Laminated sleeve pocket •Chest and hand pockets

Alchemy
Jacket & Pant—

Synchro
Jacket & Pant—‑by Mountain Hardwear

‑by Mountain Hardwear
Toughened for exposure, these mixed-use pieces
show dexterity when taking your game to a
frozen plane. Stout Alchemy Stretch fabric repels
route-induced wear and blocks bitter alpine wind,
while
Schoeller panels blend air-it-out breathability with full-stem, full-reach flexibility.
Stretch cuffs, a neck cinch and a hem drawcord ensure thermal containment in
the jacket, while a trim high-back waist and water-resistant ankle zips enhance
the pant’s standing as a true climber’s tool.

Men’s Jacket: S-XL Azul, Black #100839 $285.00
Men’s Hoody: S-XL Black, Sangria #103431 $329.00

•Wt 22oz. (jacket) 24oz. (pant) •Alchemy Stretch Nylon •Microfleece lining •Close alpine cut
•Schoeller underarm and side panels (jacket) •Power Stretch cuffs (jacket) •High-back waist (pant)
•Welded chest pocket (jacket) •Hem and neck drawcords (jacket) •Schoeller gusseted crotch (pant)
•Watertight ankle zip (pant) •WindStopper laminate

Women’s Jacket: XS-L Sangria #101804 $285.00
Women’s Hoody: XS-L Sangria #103452 $329.00

Men’s Jacket: S-XL Sapphire, Shark #120789 $239.00
Unisex Pant: XS-XL Shark #100628 $225.00

A waterproof soft shell is a rare accomplishment,
but these test pieces prove it can be done. Backed
by a Conduit barrier and sealed with stretch tape,
the shells integrate full storm security into the
versatile
stretch-woven mix. Welded pockets clean the exteriors, fuzzy interiors warm
the body and stretch cuffs maintain proper alignment. The pant features
supportive removable suspenders and long side zips for venting heated
situations.
•Wt. 20oz. (jacket) 23oz. (pant) •Synchro Stretch Nylon face •Conduit laminate •Microfleece lining
•External taped seams •Welded pockets •Attached hood (women’s jacket) •Welded side zips (pant)
•Ambush edge guard (pant) •Removable suspenders (pant) •Two-way front fly (pant)
Men’s Jacket: S-XL Sapphire, Black #100475 $219.00
Men’s Pant: S-XL Shark #104492 $219.00

Hybrid Shells

Women’s Hooded Jacket: 4-14 Shark

Women’s
Jacket: 4-14
Black

Industry
Blue

Apex Atlas Pant
—‑by The North
Face
Fitted form and
a flat waist tailor
this durable pant
to the climb. Apex
aerobic stretch
fabric exhibits
great range, sheds
light precip and
allows the body to
breathe. An ankle
zip makes for an
easy transition, a
half-fixed waist
gets the belt
size right and
a right thigh
cargo stashes
essentials within
easy reach.

•Wt. 17.6oz. •Half-elastic waist •Belt loops •Ankle zip
•Side thigh cargo
Men’s: 30-38 Industry #200099 $149.00
Photo: Ian Parnell courtesy Mountain Hardwear
Sue Nott unpacking at Denali basecamp, AK
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Women’s: 4-12 Black #200207 $149.00

Black

Black/
Shark

Black/
Shark

Gamma MX
Pant —‑by

Sangria

Arc’Teryx
A calculated
mentality makes the
MX Pant a guide’s
choice for hard
objectives. Stretchy,
breathable and
weather-shedding
fabric tackles
everything from
mixed climbs and
spring tours to long
alpine approaches.
Dialed in with alpinefocused details like
high volume thigh
pockets, an adjustable
cuff circumference
and Schoeller instep
patches.

•Wt. 18oz. •Polartec Power Shield lightweight •Adjustable cuff
•Schoeller Dynamic panels •Two-way zipper (men’s) •Snap waist
•Gusseted crotch
Men’s: S-XL Black #100849 $249.00
Men’s Tall: M-XL Black #100850 $249.00
Women’s: XS-L Black #101380 $249.00

Shark/
Sapphire

Black
Shark/Chili

Alpha Comp Jacket & Hoody
Sphynx Jacket

—‑by Mountain Hardwear

Manticore Jacket

—‑by Mountain Hardwear

Well-placed protection makes this hybrid ideal for
climbers not deterred by poor weather. Conduitbacked ripstop sheds weather, skinny taping seals
at the surface and stretch nylon underarms allow
full biomechanical function. Readied to meet
alpine weather head on with a stow hood, an
interior bottle pocket and welded zips on a clean
face.

True to form, this hybrid charges tough routes
with tenacity. Textured stretch-nylon panels vent
and move on difficult pitches, while Conduitbacked shell fabric fights off storms when
stationary. The hood’s laminated brim keeps
vision clear, external skinny taping seals the
microclimate and welded pit zips let off steam
when working the route.

•Wt. 23oz. •Recon Ripstop w/Conduit laminate •Stow hood
•Hybrid Stretch Nylon panels •Welded zips, laminated tabs
•External taped seams

•Wt. 22oz. •Recon Ripstop w/Conduit laminate •Ergo hood
•Hybrid Stretch nylon panels •Box Fleece lining
•External taped seams •Welded pit zips

Men’s Sizes: S-XL Shark/Sapphire, Black/Shark
#104458 $259.00

Men’s Sizes: S-XL Shark/Chili, Black/Shark
#103992 $285.00

—‑by Arc’Teryx
Waterproof security and soft shell versatility fuse
harmonically in this groundbreaking design. Panels
of three-ply seal out wet weather in critical areas,
while bombproof Tweave liberates the core with
stretch and breathability.
•Wt. 15oz. (jacket), 18oz. (hoody) •No-lift underarm gussets
•Laminated pocket zips and hem •Taped, helmet-friendly hood (hoody)
•Durastretch weave w/ Waterproof/Breathable 3-layer PTFE
•Waist length (jacket) Hip length (hoody)
Men’s Hoody: S-XL Sangria, Black #101915 $349.00
Men’s Jacket: S-XL Sangria, Black #102018 $299.00
Women’s Hoody: XS-L Sangria #101161 $349.00
Women’s Jacket: XS-L Sangria #102062 $299.00
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Gloves & Mitts

Hats
Deep Green

Aluminum

Java

Khaki

Mercury

String

Khaki
Khaki

Radar Blue
Aluminum

Power Stretch Glove

Evolution Glove

— by Black Diamond

Windproof, wicking and dexterous,
this aerobic glove excels as a nextto-skin solution.

This lightweight stretch-fleece liner
grips well, dries on demand and
packs into any pocket.
•Polartec Power Stretch •Supple leather palm
Unisex: XS-L Black #371890 $19.95

— by Marmot

•Gore WindStopper N2S •Roll Top Finger Tips
•Pittards leather reinforcement
Unisex: XS-XL Black
#101841 $36.00

Gripper Glove

Airius Running Hat

Alias Cap

Solar Nylon Crusher

— by Patagonia

— by Outdoor Research

— by Mountain Hardwear

Strong grip and thick WindStopper
fleece earn this profiled glove an allpurpose rating.

Keep cool on dusty trails with the
open mesh of this quick-to-wick
running hat.

A cinchable Schoeller cap with
contoured shape, five-panel fit and
weather-shedding utility.

Vented nylon and a wicking band
keep the cool while the brim
shades hot summer sun.

•WindStopper nylon shell •Power Stretch cuff
•Close fit

•Gore WindStopper fleece •Suregrip palm
•Anatomical curve

•Recycled polyester •Open mesh side panels
•Crushable foam bill •Wicking headband

•Schoeller 3XDRY •Five-panel construction
•External drawcord

•Solar Nylon •2” brim •Coolmax sweatband
•Storage pocket •UPF 50

Unisex: XS-L Black
#104979 $39.95

Unisex: S-XL Black
#121396 $45.00

Unisex: S-L Radar Blue, Mercury
#200073 $24.95

One Size Deep Green, Java, Khaki
#200083 $21.95

Unisex: Reg., Large Khaki, Aluminum
#200897 $29.95

Vertex Glove
— by Mountain Hardwear

— by Outdoor Research

Windproof and breathable, this
nylon-shelled glove features a
tight Power Stretch cuff.

Bluebird

Black

Solar Nylon Taxi
— by Mountain Hardwear
For the hottest hikes, this hat
supplies a big brim, sweat-free
band and burn-block gaiter.
•4” long brim •Sun blocking neck gaiter
•CoolMax sweatband •UPF 50
One size Reg. Aluminum, Khaki, String
#200899 $31.95

Marl Tan

Margarita

Smoke

Khaki
Deep Green

Dry Tool Glove

Mix Glove

Spring Glove

— by Black Diamond

— by Outdoor Research

Mixing dexterity and durability, this
Schoeller glove fits tight, grips well
and clips securely.

Five-finger freedom identified by
an amazing fit, supple palm and
versatile Schoeller shell.

Shed rain, sleet and snow at any
elevation with this waterproof,
fleece-lined shell glove.

•Schoeller Extreme w/ Pittards palm and tips
•Neoprene padding •Molded clip-in points

•Schoeller Dynamic •Thermo padding
•Stretch fleece wrist •Leather palm

Unisex: XS-XL Black #102231 $59.95

Unisex: S-XL Black #121394 $69.00

— by Marmot

•Membrain 2 layer stretch shell •Fleece lining
•Water repellant leather palm
Men’s: XS-XL Black #105941 $55.00

Real Red

Bog Green

Gumbo

Snopro Glove

Classic Beanie

— by Mountain Hardwear

A classic Canadian toque knitted
with pure wool and softened with
fleece around the ears.

Hang out in comfortable coolness
with this trimmed, crushable and
self-stowing bucket.

•100% wool •Thermal fleece underband

•Lightweight nylon •Crushable brim
•Self-stow pocket

A total utility glove that weathers
storms with a waterproof insert and
pullout fleece liner.
•Nylon shell/leather palm •Conduit insert
•Removable fleece liner

— by Arc’Teryx

One size Bluebird, Gumbo, Black
#102653 $35.00

Bucket Hat

— by Patagonia

Unisex: S-L Marl Tan, Bog Green
#200287 $32.00

Men’s: XS-XL Black #104422 $79.00

Element Bucket

Precip Hat

— by Outdoor Research

Keep rain off your head and sweat
off your brow with this waterproof/
breathable cap.

Stiff-brimmed sun protection with
the added benefit of versatile
Schoeller fabric.

— by Marmot

•DriClime sweatband
•Webbing buckle adjustment

•Schoeller 3XDRY fabric •Foam-stiffened brim
•Removable chin cordlock

Real Red, Smoke, Margarita
One size #102205 $17.95

Unisex: M-XL Deep Green, Khaki
#200472 $28.00

Carbon
Black

Red/Black

Chipotle

Black

Blue/
Black

Smokey
Blue

Black

Black

Expedition Mitt

— by Marmot

Neutralize cold with this mitt’s lofty
synthetic fill, waterproof fabric and
wicking interior.
•Waterproof/Breathable Membrain shell
•Primaloft one insulation
•DriClime wicking lining
Unisex: XS-XL Black #103982 $99.00

Absolute Zero Mitt
— by Mountain Hardwear
An articulated, shelled and highly
lofted gauntlet mitt for full-on alpine
weather use.
•Conduit shell •Removable Primaloft liner
•Taped seams
Unisex: XS-XL Black
#260024 $135.00

Alti Glove & Mitt

— by Outdoor Research

Insulated waterproof shells and pack-resistant liners make these Ed’s highaltitude choice. Mitts for 8000–meter peaks and Arctic Expeditions.
Mitt: •Waterproof/Breathable insulated, ripstop shell •Removable 10 oz Primaloft/pile liner
•Pittards palm •Taped seams •Everest tested and approved
Glove: •Taslan insulated shell w/Gore-Tex insert •Removable 5oz. Primaloft/pile liner •AlpenGrip palm
•Progressive curve •3 Panel thumb with nose wipe
Unisex Glove: S-XL Black #121391 $129.00

WindStopper Micro Dome

WindStopper Peruvian Hat

Power Stretch Balaclava

— by Mountain Hardwear

— by Outdoor Research

— by Mountain Hardwear

100-weight warmth backed by a
windproof laminate and fit tight for
helmet use.

Earflapped Andean warmth made
from warm WindStopper fleece and
cinched with a cord.

This full face fleece provides
lightweight warmth, a snug fit
and abundant stretch.

•Polartec Classic 100 Micro •WindStopper Liner
•Snug fit

•Gore WindStopper fleece •Lycra trim
•Long earflaps w/chin cord

•Polartec Power Stretch •Snug fit

Built to fight frostbite, this full
protection fleece is an essential on
far-flung expeditions.

One size: Carbon, Chipotle, Smokey
Blue, Black #104700 $24.00

Unisex: S-L Blue/Black, Red/Black, Black
#104824 $26.00

One Size Black
#100948 $19.95

•Gore WindStopper •Contoured wrap design
•Removable face mask

WindStopper Gorilla
Balaclava
— by Outdoor Research

Unisex: S-L Black #103170 $42.00

Unisex Mitt: S-XL Redpoint #121390 $179.00
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Multisport Shoes

Approach Shoes
Men’s
Women’s

Women’s

Women’s

Men’s

Trango Trail

Mountain Master

—‑by La Sportiva

Extend Low

—‑by Five Ten

This bomber and beefy low top ranges from
across-the-divide approaches to cross-town
commutes. To-the-toe lacing and a sculpted heel
cup hone the fit, while a gusseted tongue keeps
out debris and an EVA midsole cushions on natural
or manmade surfaces. Sticky Spider rubber rands
and a Vibram sole combine for a good grip in any
condition.

Sighted often at both crag and coffee shop, this
well-worn approach shoe is respected for its
agreeable and adaptable character. Compression
molded midsoles and synthetic leather uppers
shave weight, while Stealth S1 soles and a
technical toe rand aid in accessing routes.
Known to possess a mellow style that serves
daily duty at home, work or play.

•Wt. 1lb 10oz. •Sticky rubber rands •To-the-toe lacing

•Wt. 1lb 14oz. •Stealth S1 soles

EU Sizes: 38-47.5 Khaki/Beef #135696 $85.00

Men’s: 5-14,15 Blue, Orange #349010 $86.00
Women’s: 5-11 Cream #349011 $86.00

Odor Eliminator

Men’s

—‑by Salomon

Take this shoe anywhere and it will acclimatize to
the situation. Constructed with split suede and
Nubuck uppers for style, a Contragrip sole for
stability and a cushy molded-midsole-and-foaminsole combo. From trail to town or the office to
the climbing gym it incorporates function into the
plan.
Men’s: 7-12,13,14 Swamp/Combat #135722 $85.00
Women’s: 5-10,11,12 Swamp/Natural #135723 $85.00

Adrenaline 3/4

A two-pronged treatment
formulated for a longlasting effect. Eliminates
old odors from ripe
footwear and prevents
new smells from
accumulating.

—‑by Dahlgren

An itchless wool sock that regulates
temperatures and manages
moisture. Bulkless cushioning and
a flat-loop toe seam for maximum
comfort.

#109023 $4.95

M-XL Grey #103716 $13.95

Men’s: 5-13 Brown, Blue #200826 $65.00
Women’s: 5-11 Blue #200830 $65.00

Women’s

Women’s

Men’s
Men’s

Men’s: M-XL Light Grey
#102787 $16.95

Pingora

Women’s: S-L Light Grey

Footwear Size Conversion Chart
U.S. Mns
U.S. Wms
European

•EVA midsole •Stealth C4 soles
Photo: Joe Stock
John Kear hiking above the Palmer
Creek Road, Kenai Mountains, AK

—‑by Smartwool

These alpaca wool
socks are light, and
engineered for comfort
with Dahlgren’s Achilles
Protection Zone and waffel
knit in the instep.

—‑by Five Ten

Go old school with these classic throwback kicks. Reminiscent of the original
approach shoe, this one uses Dotty Tread C4 rubber soles, an EVA midsole and
a performance, low-pro Tennie last for up-to-date function. Look cool at the bar,
move fast on the trail or simply relive the summer you spent living in the bus.

•Wt. 2lb 6.5oz. •Split suede/Nubuck upper •Ortholite insole

OXT Outdoor
Cross Trainer

—‑by Granger’s

Retro Tennie

4
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10 10.5
11		
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—‑by Vasque

Sticky Cat

—‑by Garmont

Breathable synthetic uppers and a stiffened–and
Stealth rubbered–sole allow this full-spectrum
shoe to approach or unwind with equal
proficiency. A dual density midsole absorbs hard
concrete or rock-peppered surfaces, while a
contoured footbed and nylon internal lining take
feet to a higher class of comfort.

A feline spine allows this new sticky shoe to flex
and edge expertly. Firmed up in the forefoot for
security, but kept soft where feel and comfort
are prioritized, the design excels in multiple
dimensions. A Vibram Crossover sole mixes
lugs with a sticky compound and a clean, randed
forefoot provides another point of contact.

•Wt. 1lb 14oz. •Synthetic suede upper •Stealth Grip-Tec sole

•Wt. 1lb 14oz. •EVA midfoot stiffener •Dual-firmness midsole

Men’s: 7-12,13,14,15 Shark #103757 $89.00

Men’s: 8-13,14 #135685 $89.00

Women’s: 5-11 Sand/Maize #103759 $89.00

Women’s: 6-10,11 #135686 $89.00

D7

Guide Tennie

Super Dago

—‑by La Sportiva

Hot spells, low latitudes and high deserts are the
right venues for this highly breathable approach
shoe. Built on a Boulder last, it incorporates
AirMesh uppers, a polypropylene shank and Dot
Rubber rands for a fast, cool and nimble feel.
The tongue stays put thanks to an extra set of
lace loops and the FriXion sole hits its stride at a
speedy clip.
•Wt. 1lb 5oz. •Breathable AirMesh uppers
•FriXion/Dot rubber soles
Men’s EU: 35-48 Blue/Gray #135697 $79.95

Women’s
Women’s

Women’s

Men’s
Men’s

Exodus & Channel

Men’s

—‑by Asolo

Eclipse II

—‑by Garmont

Venture XCR

—‑by La Sportiva

Soft on feet and hard to ground, these shoes use
opposing material densities to provide progressive
absorption and torsional rigidity. An integrated heel
shock takes the pressure, while a stiff sole builds
in both lateral lugs and directional brakes for better
grip. Water-resistant suede uppers and anatomic
footbeds.

From the work world to the world outside,
these shoes cushion, stabilize and seal. A
spine system and poly midsole soothe the flex
and strike. At the sole, self-cleaning Vibram
prevents mud from sticking around, allows a
smooth forward stride and keeps a tight clunkfree profile.

We prefer to tromp, bike or travel in this full
function low top. A deep heel pocket keeps the
foot firmly locked in and a Nubuck upper stands
tough against wear. A deeply lugged FriXion Blue
AT sole combines trail worthiness with pavementpounding utility, while a Gore-Tex XCR membrane
keeps out the rain and lets out the sweat.

•Wt. 1lb 14oz. •AsoSorb technology •Vibram Olympus outsole

•Wt. 2lb 2oz. •G3 Spine System

•Wt. 2lb 2oz. •Gore-Tex XCR •FriXion Blue AT sole

Men’s: 8-12,13,14 Cloud Grey #135711 $94.95
Women’s: 6-11 Light Grey #135712 $94.95
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Men’s: 8-13,14 Grey/Grey #165810 $99.00
Women’s: 6-10,11 Stormy Sea #165811 $99.00

Men’s EU: 38-47.5 Grey/Red #102624 $109.00
Women’s EU: 36-43 Indigo/Grey #102682 $109.00

—‑by Montrail

—‑by Five Ten

Sticky Spin

—‑by Garmont

Fast and technical performance is what you’ll get
from this unpretentious approach shoe. A foldedgusset tongue keeps out debris, a low volume toe
gives pointed control and a supportive lace-to-toe
fit helps the miles fly by. EVA foam in the midsole
cushions and a dual-compound Vibram outsole
brings both solid stick and trail durability to the
shoe.

An irreplaceable favorite for getting to the route
or scrambling up to a better view, the Tennie
carries the attitude of a shoe that knows its
purpose. C4 dotty tread soles and a technical toe
rand perform up to a low fifth-class level, laceto-the-toe provides a precise fit and a nice, even
rocker eases long slogs back to the car.

This function-first shoe lets its performance speak
for itself. A Vibram Crossover sole blends trail grip
with inclined friction, while edging and smearing
well due to a dual durometer. Lace-to-toe gives
climbers a familiar crank-it-tight fit and a QDS
lining lifts sweat in settings from the average hike
to a spontaneous scramble.

•Wt. 1lb 9oz. •Stealth C4 soles •Technical toe rand

•Wt. 1lb 15oz. •Vibram Crossover sole •Wicking QDS lining

•Wt. 2lbs •Dual-compound Vibram sole •Folded-gusset tongue

Sizes: 5-13 #103723 $89.00

Sizes: 8-13,14 Grey #101216 $94.00

Sizes: 7-12,13,14,15 Grey/Mustard #103708 $84.00
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Hiking Boots

Hiking Boots
G-Wax Maximum Waterproofing
—‑by Granger’s

Women’s
Stynger

Add the word ‘waterproof’ to your
footwear with this water-and-stain proofing
treatment. Used on footwear without
barrier linings, it elevates repellency and
protects against leather deterioration
without sealing off natural breathability.
Available in smooth leather, Nubuck/suede
or fabric-and-leather formulations.

Women’s

Men’s
Fugitive

•3.4fl oz. each •Approximately 7 applications
Smooth Leather #105007 $7.50
Nubuck and Suede #105008 $7.50

Men’s

Fabric and Leather #105009 $7.50

Fugitive GTX & Stynger GTX
G-Tec Footwear Protector
Echo

—‑by Granger’s

—‑by Asolo

With stiffness for control and softness to stop shock, the Echo’s
shank/sole interaction is an Italian-engineered accomplishment. Closer
footbed inspection reveals dimensional structure that assists in
preventing pronation, twist and supination. A split outsole and Suede/
Cordura mix match material to function, PU cushions in the midsole
and a bi-density Syncro rubber subsurface sticks without feeling stiff
through the stride.

Intended for footwear with a waterproof
membrane, this treatment reinvigorates
repellency and preserves breathability.
Recommended and approved for GoreTex, it protects against water, stains and
leather deterioration. Available in smooth
leather, Nubuck/suede or fabric-andleather formulations.

•Wt. 2lb 8oz. •AsoFlex shank technology •Cambrelle lining

•3.4 fl oz. each •Approximately 7 applications

Men’s: 7-12,13,14 Tundra #135710 $134.95

Smooth Leather #105010 $7.95

—‑by Asolo

Strata GTX

—‑by Garmont

TPS 535

—‑by Asolo

•Wt. 3lb 1oz. •AsoFlex shank technology •Gore-Tex lining

Multiple material panels give this light hiker
a super comfortable fit. Waterproofed with
Gore-Tex and cushioned with visible EVA, it
works well and lasts for the duration of any
outdoor outing. Anatomically directed design
coordinates solid stability, shock absorption
and efficient propulsion over extended
backcountry trips.

Long loop and hefty pack performance have
made this boot the gold standard of all-leather
backpackers. Full grain leather looks classic
and endures long-term wear, while a Vibram
sole remains solidly stable trip after trip.
Outfitted with PU to cushion, Cambrelle to
wick sweat and the reliability to make camp
on time.

Men’s: 7-12,13,14 Wool/Black #101032 $164.95

•Wt. 2 lb 10oz. •Gore-Tex lining

•Wt 3lb 7oz. •Full grain leather uppers •TPS sole technology

Women’s: 6-11 Spice/Black #100999 $159.95

Men’s: 8-13,14 Grey #135689 $164.00

Sizes: 7-12,13,14 Brown #346022 $174.95

A dual-density core is the engineered secret
behind the comfort of these long loop boots.
Stiffened for lateral support, yet still soft to take
the shock, the directional design finds middle
ground. Gore-Tex keeps wetness away from
feet, suede/Cordura uppers provide split-level
performance and Syncro rubber sticks on the trail.

Women’s: 6-10,11 Grey #135688 $164.00

Footwear Size Conversion Chart
U.S. Mns
U.S. Wms
European

Nubuck and Suede #105036 $7.95
Fabric and Leather #105037 $7.95
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Women’s

Women’s

Women’s

Men’s

Men’s
Men’s

Vortex Mid TCY

Pro Tek 5 LTR GTX—‑by Salomon

Stratos XCR

•Wt. 2lb 2oz. •Tecni-Dry liner

A good rubber rand, waterproofed Gore-Tex
membrane and solid traction sole match up this
rugged boot with hikes of moderate duration and
difficulty. Die-cut EVA allows for good sensitivity
and a full-suspension chassis keeps the heel
locked down and the trek on track. Finished with
a gusseted tongue and lace locking hardware that
keeps it tied tight.

Carving out a niche among fast-and-light converts,
this mid-height hiker feels sprightly on the trail.
A bootie-style upper nets a snug fit, while GoreTex EXO waterproofs–from the outside. Light
materials save weight with each stride, a fulllength skid plate protects against impact and a
single-density EVA sole cushions with trail-shoe
softness.

From junction to ridge, this smooth-flexing and
great-fitting hiker provides a reprieve on hard
trails. A leather upper survives wear and tear,
a DriLex liner keeps socks sweat-free and a
Vibram Werewolf sole blends cushioning with
traction. A nylon shank supports forty-plus
loads and a mesh tongue is welcome relief
under hot sun or on long uphills.

Sizes: 7-12,13,14 Walnut #349002 $99.00

•Wt. 2lb 14oz. •Gore-Tex lining •Dual-density EVA midsole

•Wt. 2lb 2oz. •Gore-Tex EXO upper

•Wt. 3lb 6oz. •DriLex liner •Nylon shank

—‑by Tecnica

For 3-day fastpacks or lightning-quick strikes, this
mid-cut makes the grade. An OXT Powercore
increases torsional stiffness, a dual-response
heel cage minimizes midsole compression and
dual-density EVA cushions for the full motion of
the stride. Waterproofed with a TCY liner and
toughened with a water-resistant suede upper.

Men’s: 7-12,13,14 Autobahn/Mid Grey
#135720 $109.00
Women’s: 5-10,11,12 Detroit/Sand #135721 $109.00
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—‑by Montrail

Men’s: 7-13,14,15 Grey/Denim #102386 $129.00
Women’s: 5-10,11 Grey/Pale Blue #102423 $129.00

Trango Trek

—‑by La Sportiva

EU Sizes: 38-47.5 Charcoal/Gray
#346024 $195.00

Glacier

—‑by La Sportiva

In their rugged element, this boot responds
with toughness and support. Comfortable with
week-plus packs, it features an Ice-New sole
for traction on uncertain surfaces and newmatic crampon compatibility for snowfield
security. The half steel shank structures it
stiff for heavy loads and a DriLex lining wicks
sweat when hauling your tired self over the
pass.

Dakota Nubuck

—‑by Garmont

On inspiring long-mileage trips, this stout boot
will support your load and soothe your sole. A
thick Nubuck upper seals out wet, a Vibram
Ice Trek sole grips on exposed sections of
trail and a Cambrelle lining wicks perspiration
from feet. New-matic crampon compatibility
allows pointed safety when the pass has yet
to melt out.

•Wt. 3lb 14oz. •Vibram Ice New Sole
•New-matic Crampon compatible

•Wt. 3lb 14oz. •Vibram Ice Trek Sole
•New-matic Crampon compatible
•Anatomically Directed Design

EU Sizes: 36-48 #346026 $225.00

Men’s: 7-13,14 Slate #102921 $239.00
Women’s: 6-10,11 Slate #102922 $239.00
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